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n This paper on the tradeoff 
between stabilizing financial-
market-intervention on the 
one hand and moral-hazard 
(encouraging additional risk 
taking in the future) could not 
be more timely.
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The authors assemble a remarkable 400 year data 
set of CB balance sheets and their correlates

n They have undertaken a monumental empirical and historical 
task.

n We are in their debt for the data set.
n (By saying this I am not minimizing their other contributions.  

But there is much more here than crunching, or re-crunching, 
an existing data set.)
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The authors assemble a remarkable 400 year data 
set of CB balance sheets and their correlates

n In addition to important data, there are important findings.
q The authors show that the circumstances in which CBs expand 

their balance sheets have changed over time.
n Initially, war finance.
n More recently, financial rescues.

q They find that liquidity support during financial crises is 
stabilizing.

q They also find that it raises the probability of future boom-bust 
cycles (moral hazard).
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These findings are not surprising, but their straight 
forward nature doesn’t make them less important.

n The second finding, about boom-bust cycles, confirms basic intuition, 
namely that financial-market participants respond to incentives, if not 
always in socially-desirable ways.

n The first finding, of stabilizing effects on financial markets, confirms 
my view of the importance of the CB’s lender-and-liquidity-provider-
of-last resort function.

n In addition, there are many other findings in the paper.  They should 
reassure the balance-sheet alarmists amongst us.
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Is fiscal dominance more of a problem now than in 
the past?  Not obviously.
(This is also a reminder of how early central banks originated as financiers to the state.)
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Are CB balance sheets in the last decade unprecedentedly 
large relative to the financial sector? Not obviously.
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CB balance sheets have grown relative to GDP.  But 
that’s entirely because financial sectors have grown.
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Some questions
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Some questions

n What is a central bank?
q An institution established under the provisions of a central banking 

law?  
n But what exactly constitutes a central banking law?

q An institution with a monopoly of note issue? 
n On this criterion, the Riksbank, generally referred to as the first central bank (est. 

1668), was not a central bank in the 19th century.
q An institution with special responsibility for accommodating the 

government’s financial needs?
n What responsibilities exactly?

q “Occupying a position as ‘bank among banks’”?
n Which means exactly what? 
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Thus, the authors count…

n The Banque de France (est. 1800).
n But not the Banque Générale/Banque Royale (est. 1716) 
n Or la Caisse d’escompte (est. 1776).

n This is not a distinctively French issue; the problem is more 
general.

n At this point it is customary to invoke Justice Potter Stewart…

n All authors who work on central banking face this dilemma.  I 
think the authors have generally made sensible judgment 
calls.  But they are still judgment calls.
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Some questions (this one about the categorization of 
expansions as responses to different events)

n It’s not hard to cite episodes that resist 
categorization.
q For example, is the Fed’s balance-sheet 

expansion in 1932 a response to the 1931 
banking crisis (is it a financial-rescue-related 
expansion?) or a response to Congressional 
pressure to reverse deflation and help 
struggling farmers in an election year (an 
“other” balance-sheet expansion)?

q The wave of U.S. bank runs that followed by 
the UK’s departure from gold in September 
1931 had largely dissipated by the spring of 
1932.
n I would classify this one as an “other” balance-

sheet expansion.  Not clear what the authors 
categorize it as (they don’t tell us in the paper).

n So it is hard to assess reliability.
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Some questions

n Why go back 400 years, if the authors’ interest is showing that liquidity operations 
encourage boom/bust episodes, when earlier operations were in the main not liquidity 
related?

n What does this early history add, other than the observation, which could have been 
made quickly, that the circumstances of balance-sheet expansions have changed over 
time?

n This point could have been made without extensive documentation, since we know 
that the functions of central banks changed over time (they having been originally 
created to act as underwriters to government in times of war, and their only 
acknowledging their LLR functions starting in 1866).  [Next slide.]

n I’m certainly a believer that “a long-run historical view [is] useful for both policymakers 
and researchers as a complement to studies focusing on the past decade,” and 
especially when we are studying relatively rare events such as financial crises (p.1).  
But how long run, when there are essentially two distinct regimes and the authors are 
interested here in studying one?

n In any case, the local projections go back only to 1870, given the Schularick data set, 
so the starting point is coincident with what I would call the second regime.  Maybe 
there are two separate papers here.
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OK, they do find a few earlier “financially-
motivated” expansions. But one can question the 
classification in some cases I think.…
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Some more questions

n What about Bagehot’s rule?
n In other words, shouldn’t the moral-

hazard effects and likelihood of a 
boom/bust cycle depend on whether 
or not the emergency liquidity 
(expansion of the CB’s balance 
sheet) was accompanied by a 
penalty rate?

n Might we want to distinguish 
balance-sheet expansions 
accompanied by penalty rates from 
other balance-sheet expansions?
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Some more questions

n If there is moral hazard from bailouts, is 
there also moral hazard from emergency 
finance to governments?

n This author argues that easy 
availability of finance from abroad (the 
ability to tap global capital markets, 
especially in times of war) discouraged 
19th century states from developing 
their fiscal capacity (their ability to 
administer an efficient tax system).

n Might not easy availability of finance 
from the central bank have the same 
effect?
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About that instrument

n Is it really straightforward to identify the “pre-determined 
ideological beliefs of CB governors” with respect to 
financial sector support?

n Subsequent historical analyses/biographies are among 
the inputs used to characterize ideological belief. 
q “National biographical dictionaries were particularly relevant in our 

approach given their nature as extensive peer-reviewed 
compendia…”

n Might not those analysts/biographers have been 
influenced by subsequent actions actually taken?
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About that instrument

n And is it really the governor to takes the decision (as 
opposed to a committee of board members, or the 
government itself when the CB is not independent)?
q In the 1920s, Daniel Crissinger and then Roy Young served as Fed 

Chairs.  But Benjamin Strong served as President of the FRBNY.  Who 
was more important in shape the Fed’s views toward the financial system?

q Starting in 1930, Eugene Meyer served as Chairman of the Federal 
Reserve Board.  But George Harrison served as President of the FRBNY.  
Who was the main mover and shaker in the System’s LLR operations?
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And then there’s that Richardson/Troost example, 
much cited in the paper.

n Was the decision of whether 
to expand the System’s 
balance sheet in 1931-2 taken 
by Eugene Meyer and 
colleagues at the Board or by 
the head of the St. Louis and 
Atlanta Feds (and their 
colleagues)?
q William McChesney Martin Sr. 

and Eugene R. Black… 
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Some more questions

n What about the controls?
n For example, the authors 

control for CB independence, 
citing Garriga (2016, 
updated).

n But Garriga goes back only to 
1970.

n What about the earlier period?
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did here, exactly, but I can 
recommend a source.
q It shows that central bank 
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n You will now appreciate why I 
am sensitive to the question of 
what constitutes a central 
bank…
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n Let me stop there.
n Thank you for your attention.
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